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Attachment(s):
(1) "CNN item on 3rd radiation belt", 773 KB pdf, 2 pages.
---------------------------------------------------------------:
Re:
:
CNN reports on the Van Allen Space Probes
:
Dear ISWI Participant:
Extensively covered by this newsletter was the launch of the
Van Allen Space Probes last year August. Attached is a short
news item from CNN concerning these two space probes.
Note today is the second anniversary of the Great Earthquake and
Tsunami that struck northeast Japan. Over 20,000 persons perished
in that natural calamity. Many survivors are still living in
temporary shelters.
Most faithfully yours,
:
George Maeda
:
The Editor
:
ISWI Newsletter
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Light Years strives to tell the stories of science
research, discovery, space and education. This is your
go-to place on CNN.com for today’s stories, but also
for a scientific perspective on the news and everyday
wonders. Come indulge your curiosity in all things
space and science related, brought to you by the
entire CNN family.
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This illustration shows the Van Allen radiation belts and the positions of the twin Van Allen probes.

March 9th, 2013
07:00 AM ET

Studying Earth's protective radiation belts
Two regions of radiation encircle the Earth. They’re called the Van Allen belts,
and they are a pair of dynamic regions of trapped radiation, separated by a void
and held in place by the Earth's magnetic field. They protect the planet from the
radiation of space and the effects of solar weather.
We’ve known about these two belts since James Van Allen, the eponymous
astronomer, discovered them in 1958. It's important that we know as much as we
can about the Van Allen belts and how they change, because most of Earth's
satellites live in the region.

@CNNLightYears on Twitter

Two NASA probes detected a third radiation belt, which disappeared a few weeks

Checking in again on #comet #panstarrs sightings?

later. It appears that solar weather caused its formation, and disappearance.

ireport.cnn.com/topics/1309
CNNLightYears

The Van Allen Probes are the second mission in the Living With a Star program

9:29 pm ET March 8, 2013

that also includes the Solar Dynamics Observatory (and its mascot, our favorite

RETWEET

rubber chicken). Launched in August 2012, the twin spacecraft are built to
withstand the harsh conditions of the belts they're studying, and have already

Has anyone seen the #comet yet?

started to return interesting data.
CNNLightYears

The discovery of the third Van Allen belt was recently revealed in a NASA press

7:42 pm ET March 8, 2013
RETWEET

conference. The probes observed it almost immediately after they were turned on
to collect data. The observation was so unexpected that the science team made
sure to rule out an instrument malfunction. Just as startling as the discovery of a

More about that comet that you might be able to see
TONIGHT! #space #cnn on.cnn.com/13LKCek

third belt was the observation of its disappearance four weeks later, in the wake of
solar activity.

CNNLightYears
6:38 pm ET March 8, 2013
RETWEET

Dan Baker, director of the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, said at the conference that although a third ring

Send us your #comet photos!

has been reported in the past, he believes that this event, referred to as a

ireport.cnn.com/topics/1309

http://lightyears.blogs.cnn.com/2013/03/09/studying-earths-protective-radiation-belts/?hpt=hp_t3#.UTtNiFF2y3Y.facebook[2013/03/11 8:28:11]

Studying Earth's protective radiation belts – Light Years - CNN.com Blogs
"storage ring" is "fundamentally different" from previous events.
CNNLightYears
4:32 pm ET March 8, 2013

His colleague Mona Kessel, a Van Allen Probes program scientist, pointed out

RETWEET

that we still don't completely understand what's happening in the Van Allen belts:
"We're trying to piece this all together right now. stay tuned – we will know more."

#piday is Thursday. How many digits of pi do you know?
#knowbyheart

But, rest assured, though a whole host of satellites reside in the Van Allen belts,
many are capable of being shut down or moved around to protect them from a

CNNLightYears

damaging solar storm headed their way. The astronauts aboard the international

RETWEET

1:40 pm ET March 8, 2013

space station are also safe: ISS flies below the inner radiation belt.

People in Orbit
Astronaut Kevin Ford
Expedition 34 Commander
Post by: CNN's Sophia Dengo
Filed under: Discoveries • In Space • the Sun

Cosmonaut Oleg Novitskiy
Expedition 34 Flight Engineer
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Expedition 34 Flight Engineer

March 10, 2013 at 7:08 pm | Reply

Launch Calendar
March 1st

SpaceX Falcon 9/Dragon flight to ISS

on CRS-2 cargo supply mission
March 15th

Soyuz TMA-06M flight returning

Expedition 34 crew from ISS to Earth (Kazakhstan)
March 28th

Soyuz TMA-08M flight launching

Expedition 36 crew to ISS

Truth
My uncle was in the Air Force at time of Apollo missions. He said it was a coverup and money was actually used to
finance the war in Cambodia.
March 10, 2013 at 5:46 pm | Reply

March

Orbital Sciences test launch of their first

Antares rocket (formerly called Taurus II), eventually
intended to launch Cygnus missions for future ISS
cargo resupply
April 18th

European ATV-4 flight to ISS on cargo

supply mission

Jeff
Using both radio and stereoscopic telescopes scientist have proven there is no lunar lander or flag where the government
says it is. If it isn't there, then either we didn't go to the moon or maybe aliens got it. I'm not much believer in little green
men, so that means we must of not gone to the moon.
March 10, 2013 at 5:43 pm | Reply

April

SpaceX launch of Canadian satellite in the

first launch from their new Vandenberg facility
later in 2013

first powered test flights of Scaled

Composites' SpaceShipTwo commercial vehicle, to be
used by Virgin Galactic for sub-orbital tourism
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Jeff's post is both intersecting and factual. Sound scientific studies have proven what he states.
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